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OSINT Academy: Tradecraft Training

OSINT Academy is a private community available to Authentic8 Silo for Research (Toolbox) customers. The Academy 
offers tradecraft training including computer-based, video and live courses for open source intelligence (OSINT) analysts.

OSINT Academy Tradecraft Training is a world-
class, computer-based training program for OSINT 
professionals. It provides analysts with instructions and 
best practices on how to incorporate advanced skills and 
toolsets into their workflows to create efficiencies in the 
intelligence production cycle.

OSINT Academy Tradecraft Training courses provide 
analysts with a depth of knowledge that will prepare 
them for the challenging OSINT environment they face 
today. Analysts will reduce reliance on third-party tools 
and focus on creating repeatable success. Our training 
goes beyond standard OSINT courses, teaching analysts 
how to leverage raw data and apply AI for tasks such as 
facial recognition and sentiment analysis.

Courseware
Courses are self-paced, on-demand online training. The 
content will develop an analyst’s skill sets from beginner 
to advanced, starting from fundamental concepts and 
progressing to highly advanced data-mining techniques 
and tradecraft.

The content contains videos, presentations, 
downloadable materials and interactive quizzes. The 
materials are kept current with frequent updates to 
techniques and new topical modules.

The curriculum includes more than 40 modules on the 
following topics:

• Learning Approach Overview

• Open Source Intelligence Fundamentals

• Person of Interest Collection Essentials

• Person of Interest Collection Social Media

• Corporate Profiling

• Area of Interest

• Region Assessment

• Event Monitoring

• Tactics, Techniques & Procedures

• Dark Web

• Cryptocurrency

• Advanced OSINT Techniques

85 percent of professionals conducting 

OSINT have received little or no training in 

OSINT techniques and risk prevention from 

their current employer, according to a survey 

conducted by Cybersecurity Insiders. The 

survey of 338 professionals found that 77 

percent aren’t receiving recurring OSINT 

training, and 34 percent don’t have any prior 

experience with OSINT-related research.

https://silo.authentic8.com/CTISurvey2020.html
https://silo.authentic8.com/CTISurvey2020.html
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PROTECT THE THINGS YOU CARE ABOUT FROM THE THINGS YOU CANNOT TRUST

Authentic8 enables anyone, anywhere, on any device to experience the web without risk. The Silo Web 
Isolation Platform by Authentic8 separates the things you care about like apps, data and devices, from the 
things you cannot trust like public websites, external users and unmanaged devices. Silo executes all web 
code in a secure, isolated environment that is managed by policy, to provide protection and oversight. 

Today, the world’s most at-risk organizations rely on Silo to deliver trust where it otherwise cannot  
be guaranteed. 

CONNECT WITH US

+1 877-659-6535
www.Authentic8.com
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Reporting on Student Progression
Through our training platform, reports on student 
progression through their OSINT Academy Tradecraft 
Training coursework are available by PDF to training 
leads and other leadership periodically.

These reports include:

• Lecture Completion - shows the percentages of 
completion

• Quiz Scores - displays information related to 
students’ performance on quizzes 

Availability and More Information
OSINT Academy is exclusively available for purchase to current users of Silo for Research (Toolbox). The computer-
based training platform is accessible through a user’s Silo account. Users will also have access to OSINT Academy and 
all of the membership benefits included with that program.

Please contact your Authentic8 account executive for pricing and quotes directly, or email sales@authentic8.com. For 
technical details on training, contact osint-training-security@authentic8.com.
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